PLACES   IN   THE   SUN
colonnade without; but Buddhism is not a religion of
menaces, of worldliness, or revenge. The drums cease.'
He went deeper into antiquity and penetrated dead and
mysterious cities: Anuradhapura, Polonnaruwa, and Sigi-
riya. The road to these cities offered all the extravagant
manifestations of the jungle, the abundance of life and
colour. * We overtake a fishing party returning with a fine
catch and carrying the fish suspended on poles across bare
and glistening shoulders, as the Biblical illustrations of our
childhood represent the spies returning with grapes from
the Promised Land.* He saw the five temples at Dambulla
carved out of the rocks; in one of them are grouped fifty-
eight statues of the Buddha, each more than life-sized.
Polonnaruwa, which flourished between the eighth and
fourteenth centuries a.d., fascinated Eden with its utter
loneliness. c No guides to pester, no children to chatter, no
beggars to beg ... a deserted city still: long may it so re-
main.' At the rest-house was a magnificent artificial lake
wreathed in trees, and Eden noted that the Sinhalese well
understand the decorative effect of water.
He saw at Polonnaruwa the great Gal Vihare, giant
statues carved out of the rocks to which Buddhists the world
over come to worship. ' The main figures of the hewn
group are of the Buddha prostrate and attaining Nirvana,
huge but graceful; and at his head his disciple Ananda,
with face and bearing expressive of poignant grief.' * Again *,
Eden adds, * it is the setting, the unexpectedness of the giant
carvings that frame their contemplative beauty in the
memory. Ceylon is an island of meditation.* At Anurada-
hapura: * Evening falls, and fireflies tremble like myriad
stars in the dense foliage.* Again he stands in awe before
great monuments, * most of them overgrown with foliage
and resembling the dome of some giant cathedral severed
and growing from the ground'.
But the idyll must end, and the road back to Colombo be
taken. The last impression is of the villages along that
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